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2 Luke and Uncle Zane are  
at a dude ranch.



3They want to ride mules  
up in the hills.



4 Mr. Cruse is in charge  
of the dude ranch.



5“The one rule in riding a mule  
is staying on the mule’s back.”



6 Luke gets a black  
mule named Jude.



7Uncle Zane gets a white  
mule named Brute.



8 Luke and Uncle Zane  
ride up the hill.



9They stop to give  
the mules water.



10 “It is time to return to the ranch.”



11The mules are fun to ride.



12 Back at the ranch, they take  
care of the mules.



13Brute and Jude graze in the grass.
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Luke and Uncle Zane are at a dude ranch.
They want to ride mules up in the hills.
Mr. Cruse is in charge of the dude ranch.
“The one rule in riding a mule is staying on the 
mule’s back.”
Luke gets a black mule named Jude.
Uncle Zane gets a white mule named Brute.
Luke and Uncle Zane ride up the hill.
They stop to give the mules water.
“It is time to return to the ranch.”
The mules are fun to ride.
Back at the ranch, they take care of the mules.
Brute and Jude graze in the grass. 
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Hope Digs a Hole 
Hope Jumps Rope
Luke Plays a Tune

Luke Rides a Mule
Pete and His Kite
Pete Runs a Race
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